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Q.1.A: Choose the correct option. (5)

i. The set of rational nos Q is .

a. ‘Countable p/' b. Uncountable

ii.
.Union of two topygies on a non-empty set .

a. is a topology b. May not be a topology

iii. The cofinite topology and the discrete topology on a finite set X

a. Not comparable b. Coincide *_  M c. Not Covincide '

iv. A complete normed space is called a _

a. I-lilbeit space J./b7Banaeh space c. Quotient space

V. “xii is 
a. The distance ofx from the origin eb. Absolute value of x..

ll: Mark true or false. (510)

i If T, and T2 are topologies on X, Then T, HT, is also a topology on X. f T

ii. X = (0,l) as a subspace of the real line with usual metric is complete. T

iii. lf a sequence (x,,) in (X, cl) converges to a point x, then a subsequence (x,,,,) also

fzonverges to x.
'l` l`

iv. lf A is closed in X, then the derived set ofA may not be contained in A. 'l"

v. X = {l,2), then {l} is open in (X, J) if] is a cofinite topology on X. 'l` F

vi. A subspace Y of a complete metric space (X, d) is complete if Y is open in X. 'l` F

vii. A subset C ofa linear space N is convex if ‘r/x,yE-C and (IE [O,l] 00c+ ay E C, T F

viii A linear functional f :N -9 F is said to be continuous at a point xo E N, if given

i¢> 0,3 (1.5 > 0 such mm we N\\.f-x,,|\< e=>|f(x)~f(x,,)| < 5. 'r F

ix. Let V be an inner product space and x e V, then <r , x> = 0 'l` F

x. Let VQF) be an inner product space, then x, y E V, and

_aG F:><;r,uy >= a<x,y>. 'l` l

C: Fill in the blanks. (S)

i. lf a Topological space has Cofinite Topology, then every infinite subset is

_____..;____-_¢-- ./’ /

ii. A subset A ofa Topological space X is called dense in X if  '.»

iii. The union of two disjoint open intervals on the real line is locally connec,ted`but not

,
ll Q_ /~ gr`J

iv. A space in which every Cauchy sequence converges is called If f 'L wi

v. A linear functionalfwith domain D(/) in a norrncd space is continuous iff‘j" is '
`

l’.T.'
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Give short answers. (20)

Let X be a topological space and /l, BCX, prove that A C I3 -> ,Il C If

State the Heine-Borel Theorem.
s _ s __ as ___,_   _ Nl

51 Q, ll; l  (5 ‘V UL rf' li kj T" GJ] ___@J  QQA  
‘W _ . “lf -\

Show that rt discrete metric space is complete. I

Let X be aiCofinite topological space and A C X. Iincl fl 2 ,R

sex __, e__e ______( e

Let X = (ri, /1, cl. Show that D’ = l`((l./)*),(Ll,(,`)}Cilll’l. be a liaise lor any topology on X.

Let X be a discrete space and Y any topological space, Then any _/`:X -> Y is

continuous. at

Show that the real line with usual topology is separable.

l

Show that the real line is a normecl space.

Define a linear operator. Sliovti that the identity function I :N -> N is a linear operator.

Let V be an inner product space and .eye V, if x _l_ y, then prove ||x+ yllz =  +l\y||2_
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Note: Attempt any three questions.

Q.3. (a) Define relative topology. l_.ct (K Jy) be a subspace of (X, J). show that (IO)
l£Cl’ is a .l_,.-closed il' and only il' E = l’ li F, where F is a J~Closed subset

` ol` _

'X

(U) Define Product Topology. Let {X,:fe1}b@ a collection ol` Hausclorff (10)
spaces and let X'= 7Z,X, be the product space, then X is Hausdorff.

QA. (a) A closed Continuous image ofa normal spacesis normal. (IO)
(b) A subspace Xof the real line R is connected if and only il"X is an interval. (IO)

Q.5. (a), Q Show that every countably Compact metric space is second countable. (l0)
(b) What is a complete metric space? Show that R" is complete; ___T____ (10)

Q.6. (a) If a normed space X has the property that the closed unit ball (10)
M = {x :  S5l}is compact, then X is Finite dimensional. 2

`L/
(b) 'Let T : D(7`) -> Y be a linear operator, where D(T) Cx; X, Y are normed l'lO)\

spaces, then Tis continuous iff T is bounded.

M

Q.7. (a) Prove that for any two elements ,r, y in an inner product space V, (10)

|< -ff >' >I S |l~tl|-llrll '

(b) State and prove minimizing vector Theorem] (10)

J' ) - `_'/
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